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Magnetized collisionless shocks are ubiquitous throughout the cosmos and are 
observed to accelerate particles to relativistic velocities, amplify magnetic fields, 
transport energy, and create non-thermal distributions. They exhibit transitional 
scale lengths much shorter than the collisional mean free path and are mediated 
by collective interactions rather than Coulomb collisions. The Magnetized Shock 
Experiment (MSX) leverages advances in Field Reversed Configuration (FRC) 
plasmoid formation and acceleration to produce highly supersonic and super-
Alfvénic supercritical shocks with pre-existing magnetic field at perpendicular, 
parallel or oblique angles to the direction of propagation. Adjustable shock 
speed, density, and magnetic field provide unique access to a range of 
parameter space relevant to a variety of naturally occurring shocks. This effort 
examines experimentally, analytically, and numerically the physics of collisionless 
shock formation, structure, and kinetic effects in a laboratory setting and draw 
comparisons between experimental data and astronomical observations.!
*Supported by DOE Office of Fusion Energy Sciences and National Nuclear Security Administration 
under LANS contract DE-AC52-06NA25369!
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Collisionless shocks are ubiquitous throughout the 
plasma universe.!
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Heliosphere/Interstellar medium! Supernova remnants!
Planetary bow shocks!

AGN, relativistic jets!

Gamma Ray Bursts

Very low magnetization !=10-8 shocks can

operate even in electron-ion plasma.

Electron heating to near equipartition with the

ions implies that high electron energy fraction
("e=0.1) is not unreasonable. Can we see

thermal component?

Astrophysical implications

Supernova Remnants

Parallel shocks are more likely to accelerate

particles than perpendicular shocks. SN1006

shows caps of nonthermal emission, thought

to correspond to the region permeated by

parallel magnetic field.

AGN and other jets

High magnetization perpendicular pair flows

are unlikely to generate nonthermal particles

through Fermi acceleration. Other physics

needed? Not pure pair flows? Sheath flow?

Astrophysical Implications

§  Observed shock thickness << mean free 
path.!
§  Transition mediated by collective effects 
rather than particle collisions.!
§  Magnetic field plays an important role.!

Large Mach (fluid, Alfvén), Reynolds 
(fluid, magnetic), Lundquist numbers.!

Very large flow speed 
+ length scales!
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Many open questions at high Alfvén Mach numbers.!
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Particle Acceleration!
§  Shock energy transferred to fast particles, non-thermal spectrum.!

Magnetic field amplification!
§  Much greater than Rankine-Hugoniot density amplification (>>4).!

Shock structure!
§  Particle streaming.!

§  Energy partition (magnetic, suprathermal, electron-ion).!

§  Turbulence, instabilities, and feedback.!

§  Parallel vs. Perpendicular shock physics.!
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Historically only 3 methods of collecting data.  
Need to add experiments!!
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Astronomical observations!
§  Advantages: largest range of parameters.!
§  Limitations: light only, one viewing angle, low 
resolution, snapshot in time.!

Spacecraft measurements!
§  Advantages: high spatial and temporal 
resolution.!
§  Limitations: limited to spacecraft 
trajectories, incomplete data.!

Gutynska, et. al., J. Geo. 
Res., 117, A04214 (2012)!

Aumont, et. al., Astron. & 
Astro., 514, A70 (2010)!

in Table 1 together with estimated distances of a particular
spacecraft from the model magnetopause [Shue et al., 1997].
These distances were measured along the radius vector
pointing to the particular spacecraft. The negative value of
this distance (C2 at 1600 UT) means that the model predicts
the spacecraft located in the magnetosphere. However, it
indicates an inaccuracy of the model because no magneto-
pause crossing of C2 was observed prior to 1630 UT. Cluster
was located in middle latitudes (Z! 8 RE) and the Shue et al.
[1997] model does not include the magnetopause indentation
in the cusp region. Consequently, the negative distance from
the model magnetopause is not surprising. Thus, we believe

that this distance is a good parameter for characterization of
the spacecraft location within the magnetosheath.
[10] To analyze the sources of magnetosheath fluctuations

in the frequency range from 10"4 to 10"1 Hz, we used spin-
averaged magnetic field from Cluster (Fluxgate Magnetom-
eter [Balogh et al., 2001]) with a temporal resolution
approximately 4 s without any further processing. To their
comparison with THEMIS observations, we used magne-
tosheath magnetic field from THB and THC with the reso-
lution of 3 s [Auster et al., 2008]. As monitors of upstream
conditions, we used data from the solar wind spacecraft
lagged on the corresponding propagation time to the bow
shock nose: Wind [Lepping et al., 1995] and Geotail
[Kokubun et al., 1994] magnetic fields with time resolutions
of 3 s.
[11] The present paper deals with a case study of one inter-

val of a 12 h duration. We apply the same techniques as those
of Gutynska et al. [2009], i.e., the whole time interval was
broken into half-hour subintervals and the cross-correlation
functions between the solar wind and magnetosheath space-
craft were computed for each time interval. The amplitude of
fluctuations is described by the standard deviation computed
on the same subinterval. Since the whole interval is rather
long, the relative position of the spacecraft with respect to the
magnetopause changes as it can be seen from Figure 1 and
Table 1.

3. Overview of the Event

[12] An overview of the measurements of the magnetic
field in the magnetosheath and input solar wind magnetic
field is shown in Figure 2. Figures 2a and 2b present the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) observations that exhibit
moderate fluctuations. The features at L1 (Wind, Figure 2a)
are more or less well reproduced in the Geotail data
(Figure 2b) until !1000 UT. After 1000 UT, Geotail enters
gradually a region of enhanced fluctuations and the features
corresponding to those observed in the Wind data can be
hardly identified. Figures 2c and 2d show the magnetic field
strengths as measured by two Cluster spacecraft in the dusk
magnetosheath. We have chosen C2 and C3 as representa-
tives because they were separated by largest distance but
their separation does not exceed 3.5 RE during the event. The
IMF is compressed by a factor of 4 in the magnetosheath and
one can note a similarity between Geotail and Cluster
observations. However, although being separated by 3.5 RE
only, levels of fluctuations observed by C2 and C3 differ
several times at the end of the interval.
[13] Magnetic field profiles measured by THB and THC

(Figures 2e and 2f) do not resemble the upstream measure-
ments and, although THB is located just downstream of
THC with an average separation of about 12 RE, it is difficult
to identify corresponding features in their data. Moreover,
there is a significant difference in levels of fluctuations
measured at these two locations, THC always observed
larger fluctuations than THB.
[14] Since the observations are simultaneous, the differ-

ences should be connected with the spacecraft locations and/
or with the IMF orientation with respect to the bow shock
normal. It is generally expected that the changes of fluctua-
tion characteristics are connected with the variations of the
qBN angle. We compute this angle as the angle between the

Figure 2. Magnetic field measurements of the spacecraft.
Shown are the magnetic field strength of (a) Wind, (b) Geo-
tail, (c) Cluster 2, (d) Cluster 3, (e) THEMIS B, (f) THEMIS
C, and (g) computed qBN from the Wind magnetic field at
two locations (THB and C2) in the magnetosheath. The ver-
tical lines divide a whole time interval into the three parts
discussed throughout the paper (see sections 3 and 4.3 for
explanation).

GUTYNSKA ET AL.: MAGNETOSHEATH FLUCTUATIONS A04214A04214
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MSX hybrid simulation!

Simulation!
§  Advantages: adjustable parameters, 
“perfect” diagnostics.!
§  Limitations: cannot capture all physics.!
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The universe is capable of much greater dimensionless 
parameter regimes than experiment or simulation.!
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§  Mach (fluid): velocity / sonic speed!

§  Mach (Alfvén): velocity / Alfvén speed!

§  Reynolds (fluid): inertial force / viscous force!

§  Reynolds (magnetic): diffusion time / shock transit time!

§  Lundquist:  resistive diffusion time / Alfvén transit time!

§  Beta: plasma pressure / magnetic pressure!

€ 

M= v /cs = v ρ /γp( )1/ 2

€ 

MA= v /cA = v 4πnm( )1/ 2 /B

€ 

Re = lsv /νkin

€ 

Rem = µolsv /ηperp.

€ 

S = µolscA /ηperp.

€ 

β = 2pµo /B
2

Impossible to match all dimensionless numbers.!
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Magnetized Shock Experiment (MSX)!
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§  Form Field Reversed Configuration 
(FRC) plasmoid in conical θ-pinch.!

§  Eject and accelerate to high velocity.!

§  Stagnate against a target plasma or 
magnetic field.!

Advantages over previous experiments:!
§  potentially very high power!
§  possible long length scales for shock propagation!
§  macroscopic targets (cm scale)!
§  plasma is magnetized!
§  DSA “box” size smaller than experiment!
§  possible driver for magnetized HED physics!

Magnetized shock studies for HEDP and astrophysics using a plasmoid accelerator Intrator, et. al.

the ram speed of the accelerated FRC, as shown in Fig. 8b. Solutions to technical challenges

(a) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC formation and acceleration (end-region not simulated).

!
(b) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC for-
mation and acceleration to 1000km/sec in ⇥ 2.5m at
a flux injection rate corresponding to 1 kV.

�
����

�����

	




(c) Time-history of magnetic field beneath ac-
celeration coil (MOQUI simulating only 2nd

half cycle).

Figure 8: Accelerator concept: FRC formation occurs on left hand side inside FRX-L conical �-coil, with injection
towards the right, at vFRC ⇤ 150�250km/sec, into uniform magnetic guide field that points in the axial (z) direction.
Discrete magnetic field coils fire in sequence from left to right, with each successive coil triggered with decreasing
time lag to accelerate the FRC up to 1000� 2000km/sec. If there is plasma to the right of the FRC (e.g. injected by
plasma guns prior to FRC launch, then a parallel shock will be driven). If there is a vacuum on the right hand side,
then the final shock at stagnation will be perpendicular or quasi perpendicular.

The creation of High Energy Density (HED) plasmas for applied and basic physics research
has thus far required either large-scale pulsed power machines in which the central portions of
the machine are destroyed with each shot (such as the Z-machine at Sandia) or sophisticated
laser facilities and prefabricated targets with extreme tolerance requirements that are subsequently
destroyed as well (such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at LLNL). These machines require
significant downtime (days to months) between shots, resulting in very few shots worth of data.
Consequently the cost of experimental data on HED plasmas is extremely high (�$1M/shot on
NIF) and research progress is slow, which ultimately limits the study of many important physics
topics. The proposed accelerator is a simpler, less expensive alternative that relies on spatially and
temporally distributing the energy required to compress plasma targets to HED conditions (> 1
Mbar). The accumulated bulk kinetic energy is released suddenly upon stagnation to compress the
target plasma in either a self-tamping or plasma liner approach. The final attainable energy density
may be increased simply by adding length to the modular acceleration region, a relatively easy
proposition. Separation of the compression hardware from the plasma target allows the equipment
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Formation 
(conical θ-coil)!

Translation!
Capture/Compression!

~1 m!

FRX-L configuration!

Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF) experiment (FRX-L) 
changing to MSX experiment.!
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Initial Changes!
§  Remove “translation, capture/
compression” !
§  Install “stopping” section!
§  New “stopping” magnet + pulsed power!
§  New diagnostics!
§  Improve DAQ and control systems!

Eventual Changes!
§  Additional accelerator section!
§  Alternative stopping geometries!

MSX configuration!
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Re-entrant “stopping” magnet allows scans using 
stationary probes/sightlines.!
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Stationary ports!

Magnet within 
movable bellows!

Expansion or 
acceleration or drift!

FRC formation!
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Initial experiments will use FRC piston with no 
additional acceleration.!
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Formation!

ejection/expansion/acceleration!

stagnation!

§  Study shock physics in the planetary 
bow shock regime.!

§  Develop + test diagnostics, FRC 
formation techniques.!

§  Accelerator development to take 
place concurrently.!Magnetized shock studies for HEDP and astrophysics using a plasmoid accelerator Intrator, et. al.

(a) Schematic of the FRX-L experiment at
LANL.

(b) View of FRX-L experi-
ment at LANL.
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(c) Plasma axial position vs time
measured by optical fiber array.

Figure 7: The FRX-L experiment: Built to study high density FRC formation, translation, and capture for
subsequent compression in Magnetized Target Fusion (Taccetti et al. , 2003a) (Intrator et al. , 2004).

The simplest method of forming FRCs with the highest energies in the shortest amount of time
is the Field Reversed Theta Pinch (FRTP) method (see Fig. 7c) (Tuszewski, 1988). FRX-L forms
FRCs in a conical �-pinch, imparting an axial acceleration to the plasmoid and ejecting it after
formation. The radial component of the field also establishes a small toroidal field component in
the FRC.

A variation on this technique, called Dynamic Formation (recently pioneered at the University
of Washington), has proven capable of producing dense, well-formed FRCs moving at speeds > 250
km/s upon the completion of formation (Votroubek et al. , 2008, Binderbauer et al. , 2010, Slough
et al. , 2007). Dynamic Formation utilizes a peristaltic pulsation of the axial magnetic field that is
similar to the slow wave structure of the proposed acceleration mechanism.

Acceleration
The proposed slow-wave acceleration concept is the same as that of a coil (Gauss) gun and

has previously been used as a means to accelerate CT plasmoids (Votroubek et al. , 2008, Bellan,
1982). To date, there has been no experimental e�ort to maximize plasmoid velocity and the
ultimate limit of this technology is not currently known. Current FRX-L ejection velocities are
high enough to begin investigation of heliosphere shocks without an accelerator section, however
roughly a 4⇥ improvement over the velocity imparted by the Dynamic Formation process alone
would be enough to produce plasma pressures entering the HED regime and enable the study of
astrophysical shocks.

The accelerator includes a long section with an axial bias field (Bbias) and peristaltic firing
acceleration magnets (Bacc). The resulting magnetic wave propels the FRC along the accelerator
length with a force proportional to the product of the steady and peristaltic fields.

pmag =
(Bback �Bfront)

2

2µo
(5)

pmag =
2

µo
BbiasBacc (6)

Fmag ⌅ BbiasBacc (7)

Increased bias (Bbias) enables reduced pulsed fields (Bacc) while maintaining acceleration force.
This allows both systems to be driven at low voltage since the bias has a slow rise time, enabling
the use of inexpensive, reliable, solid-state components. Acceleration can continue until the internal
plasma current decays (over time scales typically ⇥ ⇤ L/R, where L and R are respectively the
inductance and resistance of plasma plus coupled electromagnetic driver). Typical FRC lifetimes
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~150 km/s ejection velocity without acceleration 
using current 2.5° cone angle. ~250 km/s 
measured using 4° cone angle.!
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Later experiments will utilize an “accelerator” section.!
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Magnetized shock studies for HEDP and astrophysics using a plasmoid accelerator Intrator, et. al.

to easily be utilized for sequences of many shots and is a solution to the stando⇥ problem associated
with fusion energy devices.

High rep-rate FRC production has been demonstrated in (Weber, 2010) at frequencies > 3 kHz.
It is estimated that this rate can be dramatically increased through the use of the FRTP/Dynamic
Formation scheme coupled with innovative gas feed design and arc suppression techniques. Existing
FRX-L infrastructure has a rep-rate of �5 min. The substantially higher rep-rate of the proposed
device compared to traditional ICF experiments translates to much more data collected and more
physics investigated.

Figure 9: If there is a vacuum on the right hand side, then the final shock at stagnation can be perpendicular. Once
the FRC reaches the magnetic mirror field at the end of the drift tube, it compresses this field and stagnates on the
increased magnetic pressure. The resulting shock propagates through the FRC and shocks the interior plasma, and
both FRC and shock bounce and propagate to the left. Schematic end loss ion analyzers for energy, momentum, and
q/m are depicted.

Figure 10: Additional Bz field coils can move the stagnation magnetic mirror field to the left, and allow space for
an oblique shock, if there is plasma to the right of the FRC. There will be shocked plasma to the left of the shock
(downstream in the shock frame), and incoming undisturbed plasma (upstream in the shock frame) .

A key technical issue for the proposed acceleration scheme is that faster plasmoid speeds reduce
the dwell time under a given accelerator magnet. This increases the voltage (V ⇥ ��/�t) required
to add a given amount of magnetic flux (�� = �BA) during dwell time (�t). However Eq. 7 shows
that the acceleration pressure depends on the product of both the slow and fast fields; increased
slow field permits a corresponding decrease in the fast field. This lowers the voltage requirements
on the switching and energy storage for the fast fields. Since the rise time of the slow field is
large, this system can also be operated at low voltages despite the fact that it furnishes most of the
energy. Thus simpler, cheaper, consumer grade solid-state, low voltage technology can be used for
both pulsed power systems, leading to higher reliability and timing accuracy (a strength of solid
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the ram speed of the accelerated FRC, as shown in Fig. 8b. Solutions to technical challenges

(a) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC formation and acceleration (end-region not simulated).

!
(b) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC for-
mation and acceleration to 1000km/sec in ⇥ 2.5m at
a flux injection rate corresponding to 1 kV.
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(c) Time-history of magnetic field beneath ac-
celeration coil (MOQUI simulating only 2nd

half cycle).

Figure 8: Accelerator concept: FRC formation occurs on left hand side inside FRX-L conical �-coil, with injection
towards the right, at vFRC ⇤ 150�250km/sec, into uniform magnetic guide field that points in the axial (z) direction.
Discrete magnetic field coils fire in sequence from left to right, with each successive coil triggered with decreasing
time lag to accelerate the FRC up to 1000� 2000km/sec. If there is plasma to the right of the FRC (e.g. injected by
plasma guns prior to FRC launch, then a parallel shock will be driven). If there is a vacuum on the right hand side,
then the final shock at stagnation will be perpendicular or quasi perpendicular.

The creation of High Energy Density (HED) plasmas for applied and basic physics research
has thus far required either large-scale pulsed power machines in which the central portions of
the machine are destroyed with each shot (such as the Z-machine at Sandia) or sophisticated
laser facilities and prefabricated targets with extreme tolerance requirements that are subsequently
destroyed as well (such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at LLNL). These machines require
significant downtime (days to months) between shots, resulting in very few shots worth of data.
Consequently the cost of experimental data on HED plasmas is extremely high (�$1M/shot on
NIF) and research progress is slow, which ultimately limits the study of many important physics
topics. The proposed accelerator is a simpler, less expensive alternative that relies on spatially and
temporally distributing the energy required to compress plasma targets to HED conditions (> 1
Mbar). The accumulated bulk kinetic energy is released suddenly upon stagnation to compress the
target plasma in either a self-tamping or plasma liner approach. The final attainable energy density
may be increased simply by adding length to the modular acceleration region, a relatively easy
proposition. Separation of the compression hardware from the plasma target allows the equipment
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Perpendicular shock!
§  Vacuum magnetic 
“stopping” field or pre-
ionized gas near end plate.!
§  Shock propagates 
backward through FRC and 
compresses end field/
plasma.!

§  Low voltage (few kV) pulsed power.!

§  High-flux “stopping” magnet w/ shaped flux conserving boundary.!

§  Adjustable magnetic geometry within target region.!

§  Vacuum or plasma fill in “drift” section.!
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Experimental configuration allows arbitrary propagation 
angle (k||B, !
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to easily be utilized for sequences of many shots and is a solution to the stando⇥ problem associated
with fusion energy devices.

High rep-rate FRC production has been demonstrated in (Weber, 2010) at frequencies > 3 kHz.
It is estimated that this rate can be dramatically increased through the use of the FRTP/Dynamic
Formation scheme coupled with innovative gas feed design and arc suppression techniques. Existing
FRX-L infrastructure has a rep-rate of �5 min. The substantially higher rep-rate of the proposed
device compared to traditional ICF experiments translates to much more data collected and more
physics investigated.

Figure 9: If there is a vacuum on the right hand side, then the final shock at stagnation can be perpendicular. Once
the FRC reaches the magnetic mirror field at the end of the drift tube, it compresses this field and stagnates on the
increased magnetic pressure. The resulting shock propagates through the FRC and shocks the interior plasma, and
both FRC and shock bounce and propagate to the left. Schematic end loss ion analyzers for energy, momentum, and
q/m are depicted.

Figure 10: Additional Bz field coils can move the stagnation magnetic mirror field to the left, and allow space for
an oblique shock, if there is plasma to the right of the FRC. There will be shocked plasma to the left of the shock
(downstream in the shock frame), and incoming undisturbed plasma (upstream in the shock frame) .

A key technical issue for the proposed acceleration scheme is that faster plasmoid speeds reduce
the dwell time under a given accelerator magnet. This increases the voltage (V ⇥ ��/�t) required
to add a given amount of magnetic flux (�� = �BA) during dwell time (�t). However Eq. 7 shows
that the acceleration pressure depends on the product of both the slow and fast fields; increased
slow field permits a corresponding decrease in the fast field. This lowers the voltage requirements
on the switching and energy storage for the fast fields. Since the rise time of the slow field is
large, this system can also be operated at low voltages despite the fact that it furnishes most of the
energy. Thus simpler, cheaper, consumer grade solid-state, low voltage technology can be used for
both pulsed power systems, leading to higher reliability and timing accuracy (a strength of solid
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the ram speed of the accelerated FRC, as shown in Fig. 8b. Solutions to technical challenges

(a) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC formation and acceleration (end-region not simulated).

!
(b) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC for-
mation and acceleration to 1000km/sec in ⇥ 2.5m at
a flux injection rate corresponding to 1 kV.
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(c) Time-history of magnetic field beneath ac-
celeration coil (MOQUI simulating only 2nd

half cycle).

Figure 8: Accelerator concept: FRC formation occurs on left hand side inside FRX-L conical �-coil, with injection
towards the right, at vFRC ⇤ 150�250km/sec, into uniform magnetic guide field that points in the axial (z) direction.
Discrete magnetic field coils fire in sequence from left to right, with each successive coil triggered with decreasing
time lag to accelerate the FRC up to 1000� 2000km/sec. If there is plasma to the right of the FRC (e.g. injected by
plasma guns prior to FRC launch, then a parallel shock will be driven). If there is a vacuum on the right hand side,
then the final shock at stagnation will be perpendicular or quasi perpendicular.

The creation of High Energy Density (HED) plasmas for applied and basic physics research
has thus far required either large-scale pulsed power machines in which the central portions of
the machine are destroyed with each shot (such as the Z-machine at Sandia) or sophisticated
laser facilities and prefabricated targets with extreme tolerance requirements that are subsequently
destroyed as well (such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at LLNL). These machines require
significant downtime (days to months) between shots, resulting in very few shots worth of data.
Consequently the cost of experimental data on HED plasmas is extremely high (�$1M/shot on
NIF) and research progress is slow, which ultimately limits the study of many important physics
topics. The proposed accelerator is a simpler, less expensive alternative that relies on spatially and
temporally distributing the energy required to compress plasma targets to HED conditions (> 1
Mbar). The accumulated bulk kinetic energy is released suddenly upon stagnation to compress the
target plasma in either a self-tamping or plasma liner approach. The final attainable energy density
may be increased simply by adding length to the modular acceleration region, a relatively easy
proposition. Separation of the compression hardware from the plasma target allows the equipment
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Oblique shocks!
§  gently increasing 
axial field!
§  piston decoupled 
from target plasma!

Parallel shock!
§  constant axial field!
§  piston decoupled 
from target plasma!
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MSX geometry and diagnostics!
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§  pulsed Faraday-Thompson LIDAR (side-on) !
§  Schlieren imaging 

§  pulsed Faraday-
Thompson LIDAR (end-on)!
§  fast framing camera!

§  external magnetic probes!
§  visible light array!
§  fiber interferometry!

§  8-chord interferometer!

§  internal magnetic  
probes (near wall)!
§  ion energy analyzer!

§  VUV spectroscopy!
§  fast ion gauge (no plasma)!
§  internal magnetic probe!
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Pulsed polarimeter (Roger Smith, U. Washington)!
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polarimeter laser exit

beam turning mirror
FRC conical
formation coil

HeNe 8 chan interferometer

20psec light pulse through plasma

polarimeter_pan_14571-SDC14573.ai
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R.J. Smith, Rev. Sci. Insr., 70(10) 10E703-8 (2008)!

§  Measures electron temperature, density, 
magnetic field.!

§  Spatially resolved internal measurements at 
an instant of time.!

§  First data: Dec. 2012!
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U N C L A S S I F I E D!

MHD simulations: formation, ejection, acceleration 
design and optimization.!

Slide 15!

§  Hardware design options 
investigated prior to construction.!

§  cone angle!
§  accelerator length design!
§  gas fill!

Acceleration curve for Vcoil = 1kV. Higher 
voltages result in higher acceleration (MOQUI).!

Magnetized shock studies for HEDP and astrophysics using a plasmoid accelerator Intrator, et. al.

the ram speed of the accelerated FRC, as shown in Fig. 8b. Solutions to technical challenges

(a) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC formation and acceleration (end-region not simulated).

!
(b) MOQUI MHD simulation demonstrating FRC for-
mation and acceleration to 1000km/sec in ⇥ 2.5m at
a flux injection rate corresponding to 1 kV.

�
����

�����

	




(c) Time-history of magnetic field beneath ac-
celeration coil (MOQUI simulating only 2nd

half cycle).

Figure 8: Accelerator concept: FRC formation occurs on left hand side inside FRX-L conical �-coil, with injection
towards the right, at vFRC ⇤ 150�250km/sec, into uniform magnetic guide field that points in the axial (z) direction.
Discrete magnetic field coils fire in sequence from left to right, with each successive coil triggered with decreasing
time lag to accelerate the FRC up to 1000� 2000km/sec. If there is plasma to the right of the FRC (e.g. injected by
plasma guns prior to FRC launch, then a parallel shock will be driven). If there is a vacuum on the right hand side,
then the final shock at stagnation will be perpendicular or quasi perpendicular.

The creation of High Energy Density (HED) plasmas for applied and basic physics research
has thus far required either large-scale pulsed power machines in which the central portions of
the machine are destroyed with each shot (such as the Z-machine at Sandia) or sophisticated
laser facilities and prefabricated targets with extreme tolerance requirements that are subsequently
destroyed as well (such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at LLNL). These machines require
significant downtime (days to months) between shots, resulting in very few shots worth of data.
Consequently the cost of experimental data on HED plasmas is extremely high (�$1M/shot on
NIF) and research progress is slow, which ultimately limits the study of many important physics
topics. The proposed accelerator is a simpler, less expensive alternative that relies on spatially and
temporally distributing the energy required to compress plasma targets to HED conditions (> 1
Mbar). The accumulated bulk kinetic energy is released suddenly upon stagnation to compress the
target plasma in either a self-tamping or plasma liner approach. The final attainable energy density
may be increased simply by adding length to the modular acceleration region, a relatively easy
proposition. Separation of the compression hardware from the plasma target allows the equipment

DOE LAB 11-583 27 of 52 Nov. 3, 2011

§  Final speed, density, 
temperature, etc. used as input 
for hybrid simulations.!

§  MOQUI: 2D resistive MHD 
code specifically for FRC 
simulation!
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U N C L A S S I F I E D!

Particle simulations: investigate non-fluid physics, 
experimental design and interpretation.!

Slide 16!

1D hybrid code (D. Winske)!
§  Identify interesting parameter 
regimes.!
§  Experimental design!
§  Interpret experimental data.!

VPIC: PIC code!
§  Leverages LANL computing 
resources!
§  Compare w. hybrid code.!
§  Easily extensible to 2d, 3d.! 1D hybrid simulation of oblique shock.!

Future: higher dimensions…!
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U N C L A S S I F I E D!

Combination of shock speed, density, magnetic field, 
and system size are allow access to key physics issues.!

Slide 17!

!

§  High Mach number (M > 100s)!

§  Super-Alfvenic shocks (MA > 10s)!

§  β ~ unity (plasma pushes B field, B field pushes plasma)!

§  Large Re and ReM (105 range, dynamics occurs faster than 

viscous and magnetic diffusion).!

§  Collisionless (fg >> fc)!

§  Length and time scales to accommodate key physics.!
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U N C L A S S I F I E D!

Synergistic collaborations!

Slide 18!

Pulsed LIDAR Polarimeter Diagnostic on MSX!
§  spatially resolved (~5mm) electron distribution function (TS) + magnetic field.!

Magnetized Target Fusion collaboration (MTF)!
§  plasma-gun assisted FRC startup!

General Fusion CRADA!
§  FRC source development!

Sandia collaboration!
§  compact magnetic field measurement!

Reconnection Scaling Experiment (RSX)!
§  insights into magnetic reconnection, complementary astrophysics expt.!

Collisionless shocks research at Plasma Liner Experiment (PLX)!
§  experiment next door, similar physics issues studied!


